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Indivisibile sei dall’ombra, 

a meno che di notte, 

a meno che sott’acqua

Installation commissioned by the Fondazione Merz for the 
festival Meteorite in Giardino 12, Torino
curated by Maria Centonze

For the opening of Meteorite in Giardino 12 Michele Tiberio 
presents Indivisibile sei dall’ombra, a meno che di notte, a 
meno che sott’acqua (Indivisibile you are from the shadow, 
unless at night, unless underwater), an installation, a sundial 
located in the outside space of the Merz Foundation.
The sundial, often a reference point for gathering places, 
for the artist, is a device for contemplation. The passage of 
time is different according to the intimate situation in which 
everyone finds him/herself, can flow quickly or expand to 
infinity, but when it is marked exclusively by the path of the 
sun it is almost like if it reveals itself to the observer.
Tiberio was inspired by Herman Melville’s most notorius 
sea novel, Moby Dick, to reflect on the time of the journey, 
on the uncertainty and profound solitude, on the “heartless 
immensity” of the sea and on the suffering it can bring. 
In the whaling ship’s journey around the world, human time 
seems to be replaced by the spasmodic search for the whale, 
but in reality it is fragmented and has a relative duration for 
everyone. Therefore the gnomon of the installation looks like 
a harpoon recovered from the bottom of the sea that speaks 
of lives and journeys, as well as the small incrustations  on 
the work, like fragments that come from the real world, are 
a metaphor of human experience, a presence that links real 
and unreal in a circular narration, in which everything takes 
shape.



copper, found stones and shells - 250x250x800 cm, dimensioni variabili 
Indivisibile sei dall’ombra, a meno che di notte, a meno che sott’acqua, 2019
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copper, found stones and shells - 250x250x800 cm, dimensioni variabili 
Indivisibile sei dall’ombra, a meno che di notte, a meno che sott’acqua, 2019



Me, My scent

Collaboration with Diletta Tonatto 

Me, My Scent is an experiment about identity, all of the artist’s 
digital life is collected from the web in a more-than-1500-
page book, showing his activity on social as Facebook, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, or on his IPhone. Such catalogue shows 
how what we believe to be an abstract reality, that is the 
virtual cyberspace of our profiles, is true and interact with 
the physical world. It is an almost tangible space, where 
our opinions leave a footprint and it challenges our idea of 
privacy in our society. 
Moreover the book releases a scent. That is a scent created 
not by the author, but by an algorithm, which calculated what 
the smell of his digital life should be, creating a personality 
profile and a mix of essence. What we can smell is, thus, the 
essence of the artist’s life, as it is calculated by an AI.



1612 sheet of paper, b/n print, steel, glass, perfume - 100x66x33 cm
Me, My Scent, 2019



Me, My Scent, 2019



Me, My Scent, 2019



Misconception, a way to mis-understand reality

The project has been selected for the Manifesta 12 Collateral 
Events.
curated by Agata Polizzi and Lorenzo Madaro.

The exhibition is the end result of the research project 
conceived by Niccoló De Napoli and Michele TIberio, that 
has led the two artist to face the concepts of misconception 
and misunderstanding, things that often create an alternative 
reality. Therefore the two artists explored the culture of the 
Rom and Sinti community that so often has been afflicted by 
stereotypes.

Michele Tiberio, in his research, has chosen to identify himself 
with the condition of precariousness and questions how far it 
is possible to control one’s own identity, what significance it 
might have in the present time and how much and why it is 
still necessary.
His narrative begins with physical places where bureaucracy 
“endorses” a person’s identity; the photographic sequence 
Luogo di nascita (lit.place of birth) documents in a detached 
but glossy manner, physical spaces that become non-places, 
draining them of the official status attributed to them by the 
power to label precisely who we are.
The two sculptural items It is not flesh and Only time 
makes me invisible are closely connected to this concept 
and represent for Tiberio an adhesion to the condition of 
“invisibility” through the renunciation of one’s documents; the 
artist damages and burns them in an act of disobedience and 
rebellion against the absurdity of certain social impositions, 
and, at the same time, voluntary subordination in the face 
of controlled regulation of the flows of humanity migrating 
across borders.
Apart from the symbolic value of the gesture in these works, 
there is also the specific use of copper, an alloy that, more 
than any other, is linked to the idea of the instrumental 
and economic value of metals. Copper conjures up cross-
references to the Rom culture and entails the idea of both 
tangibility and loss; it is an oscillating game between the 
ideal and real, where the levels of interpretation become 
confused in the same way as our misconstrued ideas about 
what we don’t know.
Untitled, 2018 continues with a reflection on the value of 
the document as an instrument of social acknowledgment, 
offering up, in a photographic sequence, an irony-tinged 
mockery of the sacredness of this hallmark, which Tiberio 
transforms into a purely decorative pop-art element, deprived 
of any juridical status.

For Michele Tiberio, the experimental aim of the research into 
identity reaches its climax with Me, a frightening formalization 
at the limits of the outrageous, in which Tiberio gathers 
together in thousands of pages, his digital identity over the 
last ten years, in an alter ego that flees from its own memory. 
These charts provide a wealth of data, conversations, images 
and forgotten wanderings, intentionally deleted, vanishing into 
space and time, but conserved, notwithstanding, by the web 
in an infinite, uncontrolled limbo, in which the right to oblivion 
seems to have no place. As a sweetener, a counterweight to 
this intense and occasionally bitter reflection on identity, he 
proposes the series of hand-blown glass sculptures Future 
as an old reflection of us, a delicate and fragile work, with 
an alien population of minute, mirrored beings that reflect 
an image of the self, reminding us that, when all is said and 
done, we are essentially what we choose to be; what makes 
us unique, or even special, in our relationships with others, is 
that we recognize each other as similar beings.

From the text of the curator Agata Polizzi.



Misconception, a way to mis-understand reality, installation view at Palazzo Branciforte



site specific installation - blown glass, silver foil, steel - 20 elements variable dimension
future as an old reflection of us, 2018



future as an old reflection of us, 2018
site specific installation - blown glass, silver foil, steel - 20 elements variable dimension



1501 sheet of paper, b/n print, steel - 110x49x33 cm
me, 2018



oxidized copper, identity documents - 52x35x35 cm (left side)  /  110x32x32 cm (right side) 
only time makes me invisible, 2018 (left side)  /  it is not flesh, 2018 (right side)



detail
it is not flesh, 2018



installation view
photographic series Luogo di Nascita, 2018



photographic print on Titanium paper - 32x48 cm - edition 1/5
Luogo di nascita, piazza Giulio Cesare 59, 2018



Luogo di nascita, via Onorato 31, 2018

photographic print on Titanium paper - 32x48 cm - edition 1/5



(...) forse il sussurro nacque prima delle labbra 

Solo show at FPAC, Francesco Pantaleone Arte 
Contemporanea.
Curated by Agata Polizzi

“(...) perhaps the whisper was born before the lips” is the end 
of a path throughout which Tiberio respectfully and patiently 
observed everything around him and also listened to himself.  
In both cases, he examined processes of knowledge, which 
gradually led to the exploration of a language capable of 
depicting his initial thoughts.
The exhibition displays a series of cement sculptures with 
inserts made either of iron, cement, copper, or plastic (PET). 
They are born of selection processes and the manipulation of 
materials that have a symbolic or mnemonic value.
Following the Arte Povera matrix, Michele Tiberio frees his 
interior world through the connection with materials, charging 
it with a structural complexity equivalent to the density of his 
personal memory.
Introspective research becomes a privileged space in which to 
create a story that has a precise cultural structure and is able 
to experiment with new languages of identity, and in which 
the past and the future of a young man on the threshold of 
adulthood collide and merge.



concrete, iron, natural elements - variable dimension, 120x120x100 cm
still life installation - 2017



concrete, iron, natural elements- 200x40x5 cm
Il limite era l’attesa - 2017



concrete, iron, natural elements - 200x40x5 cm
Io bevo la tua acqua/I drink your water-2017



il sussurro prima delle labbra - 2017 (left side) / I thought i met you (before) - 2017 (right side)

concrete, iron, natural elements - 2 pieces 200x40x5 cm 



concrete, iron, natural elements - 114x20x4 cm each
sulla fine dell’autunno (left side) - 2016 / sulla fine della primavera (right side) - 2016



concrete, iron, natural elements- 70x6x6 cm
Still Life-Iris Pseudacorus - 2017



concrete, soil, leaves, roses - 46 x 6 x 6 cm
Still Life #3 Rose - 2015



concrete, soil, bamboo - 90 x 8,5 x 8,5  cm
Still Life #6 Bamboo - 2016



synthetic plaster, natural pigments - 120x34x21 cm
Ossi di seppia - 2017



synthetic plaster, copper, natural pigments - 140x55x4cm - Show: Malerbe, Atelier of cultural institute of Austrias, Roma
morning has gold in its mouth - 2017



Lean back - 2016
pink marble tombstone, aluminium - 60x34x230 cm - Show: Verge of collpase, LocaleDue, Bologna



pink marble tombstone, aluminium - 60x34x230 cm - Show: Verge of collpase, LocaleDue, Bologna
Lean back - 2016



S.F.D.P.

San Francesco da Paola was born the 27th of March 1416 in 
Paola (Cosenza, Italy) and after a travel to Rome and Assisi he 
decided to dedicate his life to penance and prayer, become 
a hermit and will be in the following years an example to 
reform a church afflicted by corruption.
What we know is that he wanted to live in hermitage and 
solitude, but he found himself traveling around Italy and 
Europe; until arriving in Paris at the court of Louis XI, where 
he will die far from his beloved homeland.

In the sculpture S.F.D.P. I tried to put together the elements, 
material and symbolic, which constituted the identity of the 
saint, the elements of his land, the Calabrian countryside 
where he was born and raised, that he was also trying to 
find during his period in Tours (France), when, refusing to 
live in the court, he lived as a hermit in the surrounding 
countryside. In the work I wanted to research the matter of 
the Saint’s territory: inside the sculpture there is the soil of the 
countryside of Paola, the sand of the Calabrian coasts that 
overlook Sicily, the wax of the candles of the sanctuary of 
Paola founded by the Saint . Finally the soul of the sculpture 
is made of a wooden stick, which always accompanied him. 
The work represents the Saint with a simple and vertical 
form, symbol of the moral rectitude of a man who aspired, 
depriving himself of earthly goods, of ascending to heaven.



concrete, wax, soil, wood, sand - 170x18x18 cm
S.F.D.P., 2016



concrete, glass, meat, pomegranate - 70x42x35 cm - Show: Da Franco: Senza Appuntamento #1, Roma
Test for a resurrection - 2018



Metarappresentazione 1606

photographic print,100x60 cm, 2018

Metarappresentazione 1606 (Metareppresentation 1606) is 
the representation of a representation, a digital photography 
of a nautical chart from the 1606, created by the cartographer 
Francesco Oliva (Messina, Italy).
The cartographer had represented the Mediterranean sea 
with the most advanced technology of his time, and the 
picture of the map is taken with the state of art technology: a 
professional digital camera.
Michele Tiberio has put in place a process that exalts the 
impossibility to represent reality in an objective way: indeed it 
is mathematically impossible to represent a sphere on a plan, 
the only way to represent the earth is to choose a model, it’s 
to choose a convention that cannot represent objectively the 
reality.
The picture of the map has been taken in a room with 
almost complete darkness, with long shutter time, and no 
postproduction of any sort. The result is a dark image, with 
no colours, where some light dots appear  almost like stars 
in a night sky, these are a manifestation of the technological 
and technical limits: the dots appear randomly as an effect 
of the long time exposure, it is noise due to the digital sensor. 
The artist decide to keep them and accept them.
The representation of the world as we have been taught since 
primary school, shape in our brain a vision of the world, with 
consequences in the way we imagine the world, and with a 
strong social, cultural and historical impact.
Metarrapresentazione 1606 is a reflection on the way we 
represent reality, a process that is not objective and that, 
even with the most sophisticated instruments brings within 
itself mistakes and errors.



Metarappresentazione 1606 - 2018
photographic print - 100x60 cm - Show: MAPS|SPAM, at Societa Geografica Italiana, Roma



Fondamenta Scure

The installation is the result of the joint effort of Michele Tiberio 
and Anton Burdakov to open a channel of communication 
between their own works, and to start a dialogue with the city 
of Palermo, giving back life to one of the old building, that 
almost like a ghost, populate the city centre.
Palazzo Costantino is like a shipwreck witnessing the old fast 
of the city, it is a magnificent and decadent building that 
become the stage of the site-specific installation, within its 
environment the two artists work together, creating a passage 
that goes through 17 rooms. It is a path inside an architecture 
that is hidden and unveiled at the same time, it is a sensorial 
path where the thoughts are led in an obscured space, where 
the sculptures are tile witnesses and new foundations.
The path that Tiberio and Burdakov build inside Palazzo 
Costantino is stressed with the inconstant linearity of a black 
rope that create the path. This element become a sculptural 
presence, it creates a direction, it is a street, it is a guide to 
follow in the darkness of an old palace, that now has the 
feeling of a burial place.
Fondamenta Scure is the opportunity to look beyond the reality 
that we can experience with the our senses, it suggests that 
Palermo, as much as other cities, live of parallel universe that 
are not all perceivable in the same way. It is the counterpart 
of what is visible, the project shows what is undetectable, 
it create something similar to the dark passage of a cave, 
inside which the eyes, the knowledge, and thoughts must 
readapt to a seamless obscurity.



Fondamenta Scure - Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, site-specific installation, 2016 



Fondamenta Scure - Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, site-specific installation, 2016 



Fondamenta Scure - Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, site-specific installation, 2016 



concrete, wax - 206 x 12 x 12 cm- Show: Fondamenta Scure, at Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, Italy 
Untitled 6 (Column) - 2016



Untitled 2 (Curve) - 2016
concrete, wax - 175 x 25 x 8 cm - Show: Fondamenta Scure, at Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, Italy



concrete, wax - 156 x 35 x 7 cm - Show: Fondamenta Scure, at Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, Italy
Untitled 4 (Pink Blue) - 2016



Untitled 3 (Prism) - 2016
concrete, wax - 148 x 16 x 15 cm - Show: Fondamenta Scure, at Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, Italy



concrete, wax - 172 x 29 x 4 cm - Show: Fondamenta Scure, at Palazzo Costantino, Palermo, Italy
Untitled 5 (Wall) - 2016



Volubilis

 

Volubilis is the continuous change and the unpredictability 
of the events, it is a metaphor of our life. Volubilis is the 
order that is imposed and denied at the same time, it is the 
necessity to create a dialogue and give shape (almost rigid 
but geometrically defined) to the materials that are shaped by 
their internal relations.
Rather then the final outcome is the process to create a 
stable structure that is important, the unpredictable way the 
materials mix together, and the awareness to step into a 
world that has surprise.
Wax and concrete are not made to be together, anyway, 
even if they are extremely different for physical properties and 
chromaticism, they are forced into a regular geometric and 
primitive shape, according to a composition that is designed 
in detail beforehand. They coexist symbiotically into a fragile 
balance that reflects the tension between the human and 
intimate action of creation and the cold final appearance, 
given by the form, sometimes modular and repeated.
All the pieces have a spatial identity very defined, solid, 
heavy, anyway, always transforming, that is interrupted
by the wax, that looks like it can stop the possibility of 
crumbling under the weight. Every sculpture is the witness of 
an action performed. Witness of its own materiality. Witness 
of the contingency of the action, that look for permanence 
into the final shape.



concrete, wax - 210 x 14 x 14 cm - Show: WAX at Francesco Pantaleone Arte Contemporanea, Palermo, Italy
Untitled 1 (Nina) - Volubilis 2014



concrete, wax - 175 x 32 x 14 cm
Untitled 4 (Prism) - Volubilis 2015



concrete, wax - 106 x 60 x 10 cm
Untitled 2 (Lite) - Volubilis 2014



Untitled 3 - Volubilis 2014

concrete, wax - 135 x 38 x 7,5 cm



concrete, wax - 58 x 158 x 5 cm
Untitled 5 (Triptych) - Volubilis 2015



concrete, wax - 50 x 20 x 20 cm
Untitled 1 (Petrol Blue) - Volubilis II 2016



concrete, wax - 65 x 16 x 8 cm
Untitled 4 (Pyramid) - Volubilis II 2016



Mediterraneo: la serie del viaggio

Putting their life at risk and try to survive is the daily routine 
for the migrants that, in Calais, jump on trucks, to cross the 
channel and arrive to the UK.
Everyday Claude, man without name, has to become goods, 
he becomes meat, boxes, brick or construction materials 
inside a truck. He must be invisible to be free to move across 
borders that we have arbitrarily drawn on a map.
“Claude, Côte d’Ivoire, 34 ans” is part of a series of pieces 
that investigate the idea of political borders, the travel, 
migration. Palm trees are somehow the natural witness of a 
journey, it is a symbol that have crossed centuries, borders 
and cultures: from the Sassanid culture to the Latin one, from 
this to the Christian culture. Journeys and migrations have 
made the palm into the symbol of martyrisation, of birth and 
emersion from the ashes through the sacrifice and death.
People used to believe that palm tree sprout the moment of 
its death.
Migrants, sometimes, are palm tree: incredibly they survive 
death, they must sacrifice emotions, relationship, bodies, 
money, to hope to reborn somewhere else. Sometimes, like 
palm trees, they die but unlike palm trees do not born again. 
And they live behind only traces of clothes, and shoes like 
footprints of their path.
How is it possible that goods are free to move and cross the 
borders, instead people cannot? 



photographic print of installation with clothes, palm tree leaves, metal wire - 100 x 70 cm
Claude, Côte d’Ivoire, 34 ans - 2015



photographic print of installation, clothes, feather, metal wire - 100 x 70 cm
Fabien, Shqiperi, 11 vieç - 2016



copper leaves, fiberglass, resin, shoes - 60 x 70 x 60 cm
Untitled - 2016


